I heard a bird say…
Just the other day...I was sitting at the kitchen table studying my class on the book of Revelation. It's
a tremendous class and I highly recommend it if you are interested. I was just about at the half way
point of the lecture when I decided to pause the
lecture, write some notes down and Selah for a few
moments, when all of a sudden...I heard a bird in
the tree outside say...LORA, LORA.
(Whaaat! How did that happen, Did I just
hear??)
The bird had flown into the tree in our yard and
spoke my name very clearly, twice; LORA...LORA.
The windows in the kitchen were open but I did not
see the bird because, hearing my name so
distinctly grabbed my attention and brought me
into a 'Kairos moment'. Every fiber of my being
was at attention...listening...and it happened again
and then one more time.
LORA, LORA
LORA, LORA
After these things I saw, and behold, a door opened in heaven, and the first voice that I heard, a voice
as of a trumpet speaking with me, one saying, Come up hither, and I will show thee the things which must
come to pass hereafter. --Revelation 4:1
In Revelation 4:1 it says, "Come up hither..." (KJV). I'd just finished studying this portion of scripture
and the LORD spoke to me and said; "Let Me bring you to a new vantage point, let Me give you new
revelation...do you hear My voice?" It's funny at times how God uses natural things to get our attention
and point us to the spiritual, isn't it? Something else that struck me about the bird saying my name
twice is that in the scriptures whenever we see a word written twice, it means to heed what is being
said, pay very close attention.
He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith to the churches. --Revelation 3:22
The bird spoke my name three times LORA, LORA, I sat listening and paying close attention to hear my
name just one more time...silence...then a fluttering of wings and it flew away. After a time of pondering
what had just happened, I believe there is a message from the LORD to us.
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I heard a bird say…
When studying the number 3, it is a sacred number, it's the number of the trinity; Father, Son & Spirit.
It brings us to the word in Hebrew "Echad" = one. The LORD is one and when we enter in the spirit we
are one with Him!
Beloved, take time to listen to what the Spirit is saying...He's speaking...can you hear the voice? He
wants our full attention! It may not come as you expect but those suddenlies of God, the Kairos
moments will happen in your life, when you take time to listen to what the Spirit is saying.
Selah...
~Lora
10-24-14
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